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Hudson Bay
Features

Specifications

With Hudson Bay, we took one of our best-selling handscraped
visuals and created a variation in mixed widths: 3”, 5”, and 7”, all
packed in the same box. This results in an easier, less confusing
mixed installation; more even color across the installation; and a
cohesive, consistent, designer look.

Style
Thickness
Width
Species
Gloss Level
Janka Hardness Rating
Edge Description
End Description

A hand-scraped Epic hardwood, Hudson Bay brings your
customers the industry’s top-selling scraping and chatter techniques
and the most desired species: hickory. The trendy mixed widths
give a custom look and make a bold statement on the floor.
•

Multi-step staining process: emphasizes highlights and looks
hand-rubbed

•

4 popular, proven colors

•

Matte gloss: looks beautiful; accents grain, stain, and scraping

•

This Shaw product can be installed above, on or below ground level

31/4", 5", 7" mixed
Hickory
20%
1835
Microbeveled
Microbeveled

*Cartons may include random lengths
This Shaw Epic® hardwood is warranted that
the face surface of this product will not peel
off or wear through for as long as you own
your home.
This product features ScufResist™ PLATINUM
– Shaw's extremely wear resistant UV cured
polyurethane finish with Aluminum Oxide
designed to help resist household scuffing on
hardwood floors.
This Shaw Epic® hardwood is made with
Shaw’s EnviroCore® and provides unsurpassed
structural integrity, impact resistance, moisture
tolerance and dimensional stability.

Colors

HIGH
VARIATION

186 Raw Silk

SW435
3/8" (9.5mm)

340 Schoolhouse

This hardwood is rated High with high color
and character variation within each box. It
is imperative that hardwood planks from
various cartons be continually blended during
installation to insure optimum appearance.
This
Shaw
hardwood
meets
the
GREENGUARD
indoor
air
quality
requirements
and
is
GREENGUARD Certified.

This Shaw hardwood is Cradle to CradleCM
Silver Certified.

This Shaw hardwood is approved for
installation over water type radiant heated
subfloors. Floating installation method only.
Direct glue-down is NOT recommended!

This Shaw product is made in the USA.

515 Copperidge

979 Brushwood
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